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Abstract
Admission control problems have been studied extensively in the past. In a typical setting,
resources like bandwidth have to be distributed to the different customers according to their
demands maximizing the profit of the company. Yet, in real-world applications those demands
are deviating and in order to satisfy their service requirements often a robust approach is
chosen wasting benefits for the company. Our model overcomes this problem by allowing a
limited recovery of a previously fixed assignment as soon as the data are known by violating at
most k service promises and serving up to ℓ new customers. Applying this approaches to the
call admission problem on a single link of a telecommunication network leads to a recoverable
robust version of the knapsack problem.
In this paper, we show that for a fixed number of discrete scenarios this recoverable
robust knapsack problem is weakly NP-complete and any such instance can be solved in
pseudo-polynomial time by a dynamic program. If the number of discrete scenarios is part
of the input, the problem is strongly NP-complete and in special cases not approximable in
polynomial time, unless P = NP.
Next to its complexity status we were interested in obtaining strong polyhedral descrip-
tions for this problem. We thus generalized the well-known concept of covers to gain valid
inequalities for the recoverable robust knapsack polytope. Besides the canonical extension of
covers we introduce a second kind of extension exploiting the scenario-based problem structure
and producing stronger valid inequalities. Furthermore, we present two extensive computa-
tional studies to (i) investigate the influence of parameters k and ℓ to the objective and (ii)
evaluate the effectiveness of our new class of valid inequalities.
keywords: admission control, recoverable robustness, knapsack, extended cover inequalities
1 Introduction
Motivation We consider a telecommunication network in which an operator has to decide which
demand is granted admission at a time. In many cases those requests made by the customers
specifying the amount of traffic, the source and destination are submitted before their actual
realization. The task of the operator is to give service promises according to these data maximizing
the total profit for the company. Yet, in many applications the requests change at the time of
realization. In case of slight deviations the customer still expects the promised quality of service.
A straight-forward approach dealing with demand uncertainties is by estimating the unknown
demand with its deviations, and basing the resource distribution on the worst case occurence, a
robust approach. In most cases this leads to over-conservative decisions where the largest part
of the available bandwidth capacity is unused. This is clearly neither cost-efficient nor resource
exploiting. There are at least two means of increasing the economical benefits of the company:
first by relaxing the deviation assumption and second by satisfying all but k service promises. The
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first idea is reflected in the consideration of different scenario sets. The second idea is captured
in the two stage concept of recoverable robustness. Here over-conservatism in robust optimization
is avoided by allowing a limited recovery after the full data is revealed. This concept has been
introduced by Liebchen et al. in [18] and applied to railway optimization problems as delay-
management, platforming and shunting.
We adopted these approaches for the call admission problem on a single link of a telecommunication
network. This problem can be seen as a classical knapsack problem, where the demands are
represented by items and the amount of traffic is equivalent to the weights; the profit of an item
is divided into two parts: the first stage profit captures the basic fee for a customer to use the
network and the scenario profit the profit obtained by routing the demand. Finally, the bandwidth
of the link is modeled by the knapsack capacity. As an adaption of the recoverable robust approach
a first stage solution is in our case a subset of items such that the sum of weights does not exceed
the link capacity. In the second stage, when the scenario is revealed and the scenario profit and
weights are known, k service promises, i.e., k items, may be removed from the first stage solution.
This new subset must satisfy the link capacity constraint of this scenario. The objective is to find
a first stage solution with maximal total profit. The total profit of a given subset is the sum of the
first stage profit representing the basic fee of the customers to use the network and the minimal
scenario profit representing the actual routing rates.
Another motivation for the investigation of this recoverable robust knapsack problem can be found
in wireless (cellular) networks (e.g., WLAN, 3G). Each antenna has a limited bandwidth capacity
to be partitioned among the users in its cell (the area covered by the antenna). Users, however,
do not generate a constant traffic rate. Depending on their needs (e.g., telephony, data traffic,
web browsing), the requested data rate fluctuates (e.g., 64 Kbit/s, 384 Kbit/s, 2 Mbit/s). In the
network capacity planning phase usually averages are considered. During operation, individual
users with their actual data rates are admitted to the antenna. In the context of recoverable
robust knapsack, the planning problem can be enhanced by considering the capacity planning as
first stage knapsack, whereas snapshots of the operation can be taken as scenarios in the second
stage. Compared to the planning phase, up to k users can be refused a connection, whereas up to
ℓ new users can be admitted. Since this admission problem has to be considered by each antenna,
the recoverable robust knapsack problem is a subproblem of such a recoverable robust wireless
network planning problem.
Related Results The knapsack problem is one of the basic problems in combinatorial opti-
mization. An instance of the knapsack problem (KP) consists of an item set N = {1, . . . , n} with
profits pj and weights wj for all items j ∈ N , and a capacity c. The values pj , wj , and c are taken
as integers. The objective is to select a subset X of these items such that the total profit of X is
maximized and the total weight does not exceed c. The knapsack problem provides a relaxation
of several combinatorial optimization problem (e.g., generalized assignment, capacitated facility
location, capacitated vehicle routing, airline scheduling). Despite its simple structure the problem
is known to be weakly NP-hard [16] but solvable via dynamic programming in pseudo-polynomial
time [7, 10]. Different branch-and-cut algorithms are used to solve this problem in practice. A
detailed introduction to the knapsack problem and its variations can be found in Martello and
Toth [19] and Kellerer, Pfeschy and Pisinger [17].
In Yu [23] a robust version of the knapsack problem is defined by introducing uncertainty in
the profit values: Let S be a set of scenarios, each scenario S determining a profit function
pS : N → N. A robust knapsack problem is to find a set of items maximizing the minimum profit
over all scenarios such that the total weight does not exceed the capacity. By a reduction from
the set covering problem, Yu showed that for discrete scenarios sets with an unbounded number
of scenarios the decision version of the problem is strongly NP-complete. As mentioned by Aissi
et al. [3] this proof includes the result that the optimization version is not f -approximable for
any function f : N → (1,∞). For a discrete scenario set with a bounded number of scenarios
the problem is weakly NP-complete, solvable in pseudo-polynomial time [14, 23] and there exist
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an FPTAS [3]. Iida [12] provided a computational study on the robust knapsack problem with
discrete scenarios comparing several methods to derive upper and lower bounds for the profit.
Model and Notation We introduce a recoverable robust version of the knapsack problem, in
which the weights as well as the profits are subject to uncertainties. Those uncertainties are given
as before via a set of scenarios. In this recoverable robust counterpart a first stage solution is a
subset of items such that its first stage weight does not exceed the first stage capacity. In the
second stage, i.e., when the scenario is revealed and the profits and weights are known, k items
may be removed from the first stage solution and ℓ items may be added. This new subset must
satisfy the scenario capacity restriction cS according to the weights of scenario S. The objective
is to find a first stage solution with maximum total profit. The total profit is the sum of the first
stage profit and the minimum scenario profit.
Definition 1.1 ((k, ℓ)-Recoverable Robust Knapsack Problem ((k, ℓ)-rrKP)). Let N = {1, . . . , n}
be a set of items, c0 ∈ N the first stage capacity, p0j the first stage profit and w
0
j the first stage
weight of each item j ∈ N . Each scenario S of a given set of scenarios S defines a profit function
pS : N → N, a weight function wS : N → N and a capacity cS ∈ N. Furthermore, the parameter
k ∈ N limits the number of deletable items from a first stage solution and the parameter ℓ ∈ N the
number of new items contained in a recovered solution. For a given subset X ⊆ N the recovery
set X
(k,ℓ)
X includes all subsets of N which contain at most ℓ additional elements and fail to contain




′ ⊆ N | |X\X ′| ≤ k and |X ′\X| ≤ ℓ}.
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for all S ∈ S. An optimal solution X∗ ⊆ N of the (k, ℓ)-recoverable robust knapsack problem is















In a discrete scenario set SD every scenario is explicitly given with its weight function w
S : N → N,
its profit function pS : N → N and its capacity cS . The following integer program models the
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The variable x represents the first stage solution, xS the solution taken in scenario S ∈ SD, y
S
i
determines if item i is added in S and zSi if item i is removed from x in S. Inequalities (4)-(7)
guarantee that xS is a feasible recovery for the first stage solution x and (2) and (3) that the
weight constraints are obeyed. The last inequality (8) in combination with the objective function














i xi, is captured in the variable ω. The
size of the program depends on the number of scenarios.
Results Our research focuses on adapting classical results of the (robust) knapsack problem for
this recoverable robust version of the knapsack problem with discrete scenarios. We start with a
complexity study. For a bounded number of discrete scenarios, the recoverable robust knapsack
problem is weakly NP-complete. Any such instance can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time by a
dynamic program. If the number of discrete scenarios is not bounded, the problem is strongly NP-
complete and in special cases not approximable in polynomial time, unless P = NP (Section 2).
Next to its complexity we were interested in obtaining strong polyhedral descriptions for this
problem. We adapted the well known (minimal/extended) cover inequalities for the knapsack
problem to gain valid inequalities for the recoverable robust knapsack polytope (Section 3). Any
0-1-point satisfying all those inequalities is a feasible solution to the rrKP instance. Finally, we
present computational studies to investigate the impact of these new inequalities for solving rrKP
instances as well as the the gain of recovery (Section 4).
2 Complexity of the (k, ℓ)-rrKP
We start with an analysis of the complexity status of the (k, ℓ)-rrKP for discrete scenarios and
thus consider its decision version:
Given: A set N = {1, . . . , n}, a first stage capacity c0 ∈ N, a first stage profit function p0 : N → N
and a first stage weight function w0 : N → N, a set of discrete scenarios SD each scenario
defining a profit function pS : N → N and a weight function wS : N → N, and some
parameters k, ℓ,K ∈ N.
Find: A feasible first stage solution X ⊆ N with a total profit p(X) ≥ K.
If such an instance I is a yes-instance, there exits a set X ⊆ N and sets XS ⊆ N for all

















S can be tested in poly-
nomial time, the decision version of the (k, ℓ)-rrKP problem with discrete scenarios is in NP.
Yet, there will be no polynomial certificate to test for a given subset X ⊆ N without any further
information whether X is a feasible solution with a total profit p(X) ≥ K, unless P = NP. More
precisely, it is weakly NP-hard to compute the total profit of a given set of items even for one
scenario.
Lemma 2.1. The decision if the total profit of a feasible first stage solution X is greater or equal
to a constant K for just one scenario is weakly NP-hard, even if k = 0 or ℓ = 0.
Proof. We start with the general case of k 6= 0 and ℓ 6= 0 and reduce from the knapsack problem.
Let I be a KP instance with an item set N = {1, . . . , n}, a weight function w : N → N, a
profit function p : N → N and a capacity value c. We construct a (k, ℓ)-recoverable robust
knapsack instance I ′ with one scenario S in the following way: the set of items remains the same,
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w0 = p0 = c0 = 0, k = n, ℓ = n, wS = w, pS = p and cS = c. Any subset X ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is a
feasible solution of the instance I ′. The total profit of any set X is greater or equal than K if and
only if there exists a feasible solution to I with a profit greater or equal than K. Replacing k = n
by k = 0 in I ′, the total profit of the feasible first stage solution X = ∅ in I ′ indicates whether I
is a yes-instance. For ℓ = 0, the total profit of N is greater or equal than K if and only if I is a
yes-instance.
If k and ℓ are constant, the recovery set X
(k,ℓ)
X contains a constant number of solutions for any
X ⊆ N . Hence, the total profit can be computed in polynomial time by enumeration.
Since the Knapsack problem is a special case of the (k, ℓ)-rrKP, the (k, ℓ)-rrKP remains at least
weakly NP-complete for one scenario. We will later show by introducing a pseudo-polynomial
algorithm, that the problem is indeed weakly NP-complete if the number of scenarios is bounded.
We now prove that even in the case p0 = 0 the (k, ℓ)-rrKP is strongly NP-complete if the number
of scenarios in SD is part of the input.
Theorem 2.2. The (k, ℓ)-rrKP is strongly NP-complete for an unbounded sets of discrete sce-
narios even if p0 = 0.
Proof. We reduce from 3SAT. Let I be an instance of 3SAT with n variables x1, . . . , xn and
m clauses C1, . . . , Cm. Each clause is formed by three literals. The corresponding instance I
′
of the (k, ℓ)-rrKP problem contains a set of items N = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ N3 with N1 = {1, . . . , 2n},
N2 = {2n + 1, . . . , 2n + k} and N3 = {2n + k + 1, . . . , 2n + k + ℓ}. The items in N1 represent
the true or false assignment of the variables x. The last k + ℓ items are auxiliary items to fix the
recovery action for any reasonable first stage solution. The parameters of the first stage are set to
c0 = n+ k, w0(i) =
{
1 i ∈ N1 ∪N2
c0 + 1 otherwise
, p0(i) = 0 ∀i ∈ N, and K = 1 + ℓ.
Hence, no feasible first stage solution contains the last ℓ items. But the profit functions of each
scenario will be constructed in a way such that all those items have to be added to the recovery
solution for each scenario to obtain a total profit of at least K. It remains to define those scenarios
S. This set consists of three different types: The first type forces any first stage solution with a
total profit greater than K to incorporate the items in N2. Furthermore, those items need to be
removed in any other recovery solution and thus no item of N1 can be removed. The second type
guarantees that for j = {1, . . . , n} either 2j− 1 or 2j is part of the first stage solution. The choice
models the assignment of the variables xi to true or false. The last type assures that all clauses
are satisfied.














j (i) = 0
for i ∈ N . Hence, a first stage solution must contain those k items, to get a value greater than K.
















1 i ∈ N2
0 otherwise
for i = N . Third type of scenarios: For each clause j = 1, . . . ,m we construct one scenario S3j
which puts a profit of 1 to all items representing a verification of the clause, i.e., pS
3
j (i) = 1 for
an even i ∈ N1 if and only if xi ∈ Cj and p
S3j (i) = 1 for an odd i ∈ N1 if and only if xi ∈ Cj .
Furthermore, all items i ∈ N3 are assigned a profit of 1. The weight of all items i ∈ N1 ∪N3 in all
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those scenarios and the scenario capacity are set to 0. The weights of items i ∈ N2 are set to 1.
The size of the constructed instance is polynomial in the size of I. A true assignment of the 3SAT
instance I exists if and only if there exists a solution of I ′ with a total profit greater than K.
Note that the optimal value of the rrKP instance in the reduction determines a lower bound on
the approximation ratio of ℓ+1
ℓ
for ℓ ∈ N. This implies that any (k, 0)-rrKP is inapproximable,
unless P = NP. Finally, we consider the special case, in which all scenario profits are set to 0.
Theorem 2.3. The (k, ℓ)-rrKP is strongly NP-complete for unbounded sets of discrete scenarios
even when pS = 0 for all S ∈ SD.
Proof. The reduction is a modification of the proof of Theorem 2.2. In that case the first stage
profit is set to 1 for all items i ∈ N1, to 2n for i ∈ N2, to 0 otherwise and K = n + 2nk. Hence,
any first stage solution X with p(X) ≥ K needs to contain all items of N2. The first stage weight
equals 1 for all items and the first stage capacity n + k. A scenario S1j representing a clause Cj
sets wS
1
j (i) = 1 if and only if the corresponding variable falsifies the clause for i ∈ N1, w
S1j (i) = 3
for i ∈ N2 and 0 otherwise. The capacity for each clause equals 2. Furthermore, for each variable
xj , j = 1, . . . , n, we add a scenario S
2
j with w
S2j (2j − 1) = 1, wS
2
j (2j) = 1, wS
2
j (i) = 2 for i ∈ N2,
wS
2
j (i) = 0 otherwise and cS
2
j = 1. Those scenarios guarantee that either the item 2j − 1 or 2j is
in a feasible first stage solution.
This reduction does not imply a lower bound on the approximation factors.
Bounded number of scenarios We will now demonstrate, that the (k, ℓ)-recoverable robust
knapsack problem can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time for a bounded number of scenarios.
The presented algorithm is based on dynamic programming and extends the idea of Yu [23]
for the robust case. The concept of the algorithm is to compute recursively the value of the
optimization problem when the optimal selection is made among the first t items under the first
stage capacity d0, the scenario dependent recovery parameters (jS , iS), the scenario capacities dS
and a guaranteed extra profit in each scenario S of αS induced by the items {t+ 1, . . . , n}. This
problem is modeled by the integer program
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xSi − xi ≤ y
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i ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ Nt, S ∈ SD
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to the given parameters t, d0, vS with vS = (dS , αS , jS , iS) for all S ∈ SD and Nt := {1, . . . , t}.
As in the ILP1-formulation the variable x represents the first stage solution, xS the solution taken
in scenario S ∈ SD, y
S
i indicates if item i is added in S and z
S
i if item i is removed from x in S.
The inequality (9) differs from the inequality (8) in the ILP1-formulation by adding the parameter
αS to the maximum profit achieved by any recovered solution in scenario S. This parameter αS
models a guaranteed profit in scenario S obtained by items t+1, . . . , n under consideration of the
remaining capacity cS − dS and recovery means (k − jS , ℓ− iS).
In order to simplify the initialization, we add an item i = 0 with p00 = 0, p
S
0 = 0 for all scenarios
S ∈ SD, w
0
0 = c
0 + 1 and wS0 = c
S + 1 for all S ∈ S. Hence, any feasible solution sets x0 = 0 and
g(0, d0, vS1 , . . . , vSr ) = 0 if d0 ≥ 0, dS ≥ 0, jS ≥ 0 and iS ≥ 0 for all S ∈ SD. We denote this set
of all feasible parameter sets with Z, i.e.,





{0, . . . , cS}, {0, . . . , Pmax}, {0, . . . , k}, {0, . . . , ℓ}
}




i . For γ = (t, d
0, dS1 , αS1 , jS1 , iS1 , . . . , iSr ) we denote γ1 with t(γ),
γ2 with d
0(γ) and so on. If there is a parameter set γ /∈ Z with γ(t) = 0, there exists no feasible
solution for g(γ) and thus, we set g(γ) = −∞.
In the next step, we define a recursion formula computing the value of g(y) out of the values of
g(y′) with t(y′) = t(y) − 1. Loosely speaking, we decide if item t(y) is part of the first stage
solution and in which scenarios the recovery action is taking place. More formally, for a given
parameter set γ we define g+(γ) as the maximum value of g(γ) if the item t(γ) is added to the
first stage solution. As we will show g+(γ) can recursively be computed by
g+(t, d0, vS1 , . . . , vSr ) = max
β∈{−,∼}r
g(t− 1, d0 − w0t , v
S1
β1
, . . . , vSrβr ) + p
0
t
with vS− = (d
S , αS , jS − 1, iS) and vS∼ = (d
S −wSt , α
S + pSt , j
S , iS). Here, the vector vS− represents
the decision to delete this item in the recovered solution of scenario S and vS∼ the decision to keep
the item. In the same way we define g−(γ) as the maximum value of g(γ) if the item t(γ) is not
added to the first stage solution. This can also be recursively be computed by
g−(t, d0, vS1 , . . . , vSr ) = max
β∈{+,0}r




with vS+ = (d
S − wSt , α
S + pSt , j
S , iS − 1) and vS0 = v
S . The vector vS+ represents the case to add
this item in the recovered solution of scenario S and vS0 to refrain from doing so. The combination
of those two values determines g(γ) as
g(γ) = max{g+(γ), g−(γ)}.
The value of an optimal solution is given by g(n, c0, vS1 , . . . , vSr ) with vSi = (cSi , 0, k, ℓ). To
obtain an optimal solution x∗, xS1 , . . . , xSr to g(n, c0, vS1 , . . . , vSr ) we consider a feasible sequence
γt, t = 0, . . . , n, in Z with γn = (n, c0, vS1 , . . . , vSr ). A sequence γt, t = 0, . . . , ℓ, is called feasible,
if γt ∈ Z for all t = 0, . . . , ℓ, t(γi) = i, and γt−1 ∈ Z(γt) with
g(γt) =
{
g(γt−1) if γt−1 ∈ Z−(γt)
g(γt−1) + p0i if γ
t−1 ∈ Z+(γt)
for t = 1, . . . , ℓ. The set Z(γ) contains all possible predecessors of a given parameter γ. An












0(γ′) = d0(γ)− w0
t(γ).
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It is element of Z+(y), if d0(γ′) = d0(γ)−w0i(γ) and otherwise it is an element of Z
−(γ). According
to such a feasible sequence γt, t = 0, . . . , n, with γn = (n, c0, vS1 , . . . , vSr ), also called a solution
sequence, a solution x∗, xS1 , . . . , xSr is defined by x0 = 0, x
S
0 = 0 for all S ∈ SD,
x∗t =
{








for all S ∈ SD and t ≥ 1. Based on the initial condition and the recursion a dynamic pro-
gram can easily be achieved with a run-time of O(n · cmax(cmax · Pmax · k · ℓ)
|SD| · 2|SD|) with
cmax = max{c
0,maxS∈SD c









Theorem 2.4. Let x∗, xS1 , . . . , xSr be some 0-1 points computed according to the recursive for-
mula 2 and a solution sequence γt, t = 0, . . . , n. Then this is an optimal solution to the given
(k, ℓ)-rrKP instance with p(x∗) = g(γn).
In the following subsection we will focus on the polyhedral structure of an (k, ℓ)-rrKP instance.
3 Extended Cover-Inequalities
As pointed out by Crowder et al. [9] one motivation for studying the polytope of the knapsack
problem is that valid inequalities can be used as cutting planes for general 0-1 linear integer
programs (ILP). The idea is to consider each individual constraint of a 0-1 ILP as a 0-1 knapsack
constraint. Several classes of valid inequalities are known, such as the lifted cover inequalities
(LCIs) of Balas [4] and Wolsey [22], the weight inequalities (WIs) of Weismantel [21], or the (1, k)-
configurations introduced by Padberg [20]. For the class of (k, ℓ)-rrKP problems we will focus
on extended cover inequalities which have been shown to be quite efficient in solving knapsack
instances by Kaparis and Letchford [15].










An important class of valid inequalities for the knapsack problem, are the so-called minimal cover
inequalities and their extensions. A subset C ⊆ N is called a cover for K if
∑
j∈C wj > c. A
cover is minimal if
∑




xj ≤ |C| − 1
provides a valid inequality for K. The minimal cover inequalities are facet-defining for C = N ,
but in general they are not. Yet, they can be lifted to define a facet of the knapsack polytope.
One way to lift cover inequalities is based on an extension E(C) of a cover C
E(C) := C ∪ {j ∈ N\C | wj ≥ wi, i ∈ C}.
The resulting extended cover inequality for K reads
∑
j∈E(C)
xj ≤ |C| − 1.
In general, it is not reasonable to generate all extended cover inequalities, but solve the LP-
relaxation and find for a non-integer point a violated inequality. This problem is called the
separation problem. Thus, in the case of (extended) cover inequalities we are interested in finding
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for a given fractional solution such an inequality that is violated or state that no such inequality
exists. More formally, let x∗ ∈ [0, 1]n be the fractional solution with
∑
i∈N wixi ≤ c. The




This task can be translated into:
∑
j∈C











Introducing 0-1 variables yi, taking the value 1 if and only if item j is part of the cover, the last




(x∗j − 1)yj (10)
∑
j∈N
wjyj ≥ c+ 1
yj ∈ {0, 1}.
There is a violated cover inequality to the point x∗ if and only if z∗ > −1, as Crowder et. al. [9]
noted in 1983. Yet, solving the problem is weakly NP-hard [11].
In the following part we show how the classical concept of cover inequalities can be generalized
for the (k, ℓ)-rrKP polytope in a quite natural fashion.
rrKP extended cover inequalities Before we start with the investigation of robust covers,
we introduce the following notation: for a function f : N → N, a set X ⊆ N and an integer r we
define f(C) =
∑
i∈C f(i), f(max, X, r) = max K⊆X
|K|≤r
f(K) and f(min, X, r) = min K⊆X
|K|≥r
f(K).
For a given (k, ℓ)-rrKP instance the (k, ℓ)-recoverable robust knapsack polytope KD(k) of a discrete
scenario set SD is the convex hull over all valid first stage solutions, i.e.,




x ∈ {0, 1}n |
∑
i∈N












Note that ℓ does not play a role in the feasibility of a first stage solution. The polytope KD(k)
has full dimension if and only if w0i ≤ c
0 for all i ∈ N and (1− k)wSi ≤ c
S for all S ∈ S.
Following the concept of covers we call a set C ⊆ N an rrKP cover if one of the next condition
holds
1. w0(C) ≥ c0 + 1
2. ∃S ∈ SD with
wS(C)− wS(max, C, k) ≥ cS + 1.
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An rrKP cover C is minimal if
1. w0(C)− w0(min, C, 1) ≤ c0
2. wS(C)− wS(max, C, k)− wS(min, C, 1) ≤ cS ∀S ∈ SD.
and an rrKP cover defines the following cover inequality
∑
i∈C
xi ≤ |C| − 1.
Theorem 3.1. Let x be a 0-1 point. Then x ∈ KD(k) if and only if x satisfies all minimal cover
inequalities.




Since C is a cover, there exits either a scenario S ∈ SD such that
wS(C)− wS(max, C, k) ≥ cS + 1
or
w0(C) ≥ c0 + 1.
This is a contradiction to the feasibility of x.




or there exists a scenario S ∈ SD with
wS(Tx)− w
S(max, Tx, k) ≥ c
S + 1.
Hence, Tx is an rrKP cover by definition. In a last step we modify Tx to become a minimal








S(max, Tx, k) ≥ c
S+1, until the remaining set
T ′x is a minimal rrKP cover. Thus, x violates the (minimum) cover inequality defined by T
′
x.
As in the case of the deterministic knapsack polytope, a cover inequality is facet defining, if
a minimal rrKP cover C contains all items of N : Let us consider the sets Ni := N\{i} for
i = 1, . . . , n. All those sets are feasible solutions to the knapsack instance, since C = N is a
minimal rrKP cover. Thus, Ni are n affine independent solutions and C is therefore facet defining.
The concept of covers can be extended to strengthen the cover inequalities in a similar fashion as
for the knapsack polytope. A canonical way to define an extension is by adding all items whose
weight is greater or equal than the highest not recovered item in an rrKP cover C. More formally,
let C be an rrKP cover and S a scenario such that the scenario weight inequality is violated by
C. A canonical extension E
S
(C) is given by
E
S
(C) = {i ∈ N | wSi ≥ w
S(max, C, k + 1)− wS(max, C, k)} ∪ C. (11)
Yet, it even suffice for an item to be added to C if its weight exceeds the residual capacity according
to the weight of the first |C| − k− 1 items with lowest weight and the weight of the item with the
second highest not recovered item in C.
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Definition 3.2. Let C be an rrKP cover and S a scenario with wS(C)−wS(max, C, k) ≥ cS +1.
An extension ES(C) of C according to S is defined by
ES(C) =C ∪ {i ∈ N | wSi ≥ c
S − wS(C) + wS(max, C, k + 1) + 1,
C ∪ {i ∈ N |wSi ≥ w
S(max, C, k + 2)− wS(max, C, k + 1)}
and determines the rrKP extended cover inequality
∑
i∈ES(C)
xi ≤ |C| − 1.
For the deterministic knapsack problem the set of inequalities obtained by extending minimal cov-
ers is independent of the extension method: Let C be a minimal cover and jmax = argmaxj∈C w(C)
and imin = argmini∈E(C)\E(C) w(i). Hence, C
′ = C ∪ {imin}\{jmax} is a minimal cover with
|C ′| = |C| and E(C ′) = E(C). Yet, for the recoverable robust knapsack problem this is not the
case: In the instance described in Table 2 with 6 items {1, . . . , 6} and two scenarios Sa and Sb and
k = 1, the set C = {1, 2, 4, 5} is a minimal cover. If we extend C by the second method according
to scenario Sa, E
Sa(C) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} with wSa(3) < wSa(4). But the set C ′ = {1, 2, 3, 5} is
not a minimal cover, since wSb(C ′)−wSb(max, C ′, 1)−wSb(min, C ′, 1) > 3. Also no other minimal
cover induces a canonical extended cover inequality as strong as the one from ESa(C).
S\N 1 2 3 4 5 6 cS
Sa 2 2 3 4 8 9 6
Sb 10 1 5 2 1 0 3
Table 2: The table shows the knapsack capacity and the weights for each item according to the
different scenarios.
In the following lemma we prove that the rrKP extended cover inequalities are feasible.
Lemma 3.3. Let C be an rrKP cover, ES(C) an extension according to scenario S. Then
∑
i∈ES(C)
xi ≤ |C| − 1 (12)
is a valid inequality for KD(k).





Let Tx = {i ∈ N | xi = 1} be the support of x and ia an item in Tx ∩ E
S(C)\C with min-
imum weight according to S. We furthermore order the items in C increasingly according to
the weights of S, i.e., wS(i1) ≤ w
S(i2) ≤ . . . ≤ w
S(i|C|) and define X = {i1, . . . , i|C|−k−1}. Since
wS(ia) ≥ c
S − wS(C) + wS(max, C, k + 1) + 1, wS(ia) ≥ w
S(max, C, k + 2)− wS(max, C, k + 1) and
wS(X ∪ {i|C|−k}) ≥ c
S + 1,
wS(Tx)− w




≥ wS(X) + min{wS(i|C|−k), w
S(ia)}
≥ cS + 1.
This is a contradiction to the feasibility of x.
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Separation of the rrKP extended cover inequalities for SD The separation problem is
to find an inequality, that is violated by a given non-integer point, or prove that non exists. In
our case, we are interested in finding for a given fractional solution x∗ ∈ [0, 1]n an rrKP extended
cover inequality. Since the definition of a cover is based on the consideration of a single scenario
or the first stage weight set, we can separately consider each scenario and hence are interested
in finding an rrKP extended cover inequality according to one scenario S ∈ SD or the first stage
weight constraint. For simplicity we drop the S on the variables, the weights and the knapsack
capacity and set k = 0 when considering the first stage weight constraint.
Our first approach uses integer programming and is based on the following observation: In order
to find a violated extended cover inequality, it suffices to determine the items which are part of
the cover and not recovered (i.e., not deleted to satisfy the capacity constraint). We call those
items the heart of the cover. In a second step all other items which exceed the weight of any item
in the heard of the cover, can be added to form possibly an extended rrKP cover. This is the case,
if more than k items are added to the heart. Although those extra items are fixed as soon as the
heart of a cover is known, we introduce an integer program determine both sets for two reasons:
first the number of additional items is crucial for the detection of a rrKP cover and secondly
even for deterministic knapsack instances a fractional point x∗ may not violate a cover inequality
but an extended cover inequality. To this end we introduce two different binary variables yi and
zi for each item i ∈ N . The variable yi determines whether item i is part of the heart of the
cover and zi whether item i is added in the second step. In order to define a cover the inequality
∑
i∈N wiyi ≥ c+1 has to be obeyed by y. An item is added as extension of the heart (zi = 1), if its
weight exceeds the weight of every item in the heart. Note, that if an item with a sufficient large
weight is added to the recovery or the extension, all items with larger weights may also be added
to the extension as they are exchangeable with the first one. In order to efficiently implement this
condition, we group the items according to their weights: Let 0 ≤ wi1 < wi2 < . . . wiθ ≤ c be
an ordering of all different item weights occurring in the scenario and T := {1, . . . , θ}. We define
N(t) := {j ∈ N : wj = wit} for all t ∈ T . Then zi ≤ zj is valid for all i ∈ N(t), j ∈ N(t + 1),




(x∗j − 1)yj +
∑
j∈N
x∗jzj − k (13)
∑
j∈N
wjyj ≥ c+ 1 (14)
yj + zj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ N (15)
zi ≤ zj ∀i ∈ N(t), j ∈ N(t+ 1), t ∈ T (16)
yj , zj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ N. (17)
An optimal solution defines a violated rrKP extended cover inequality, if the value of the objective
function is great than −1. Note that in this case more than k items are added to the heart of the
cover.
Based on this integer formulation and dynamic programming we will finally introduce a pseudo-
polynomial algorithm to solve the separation problem for the extended cover inequalities. We
define U = ∪ni=1{wi} and D =
∑n
i=1 wi. For all t = 1, . . . , n, d = 0, . . . , D and ω ∈ U we solve the
problem to find a part of the heart of a cover and added items within the set {1, . . . , t} such that
the violation of x∗ is maximizes, the weight of the heart equals d, their maximum weight is below
ω and the weight of all items added in the extension are greater or equal than ω. More formally
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we consider the following function













yi + zi ≤ 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , t
zi = 0 ∀i : wi < ω
yi = 0 ∀i : wi > ω
yi, zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i = 1, . . . , t.





and the function fω(1, d) can easily be solved via three case distinctions:
Case 1: if w1 = d and ω > d, fω(1, d) = (x
∗
1 − 1)
Case 2: if d = 0 and w1 ≥ ω, fω(1, d) = x
∗
1
Case 3: otherwise, fω(1, d) = −∞.
For all other combinations of t ≥ 2, d = 0, . . . , D and ω ∈ U , the general recursive formula referring
to the three cases above holds
fω(t, d) = max{fω(t− 1, d),
fω(t− 1, d− wt) + (x
∗
t − 1) if wt ≤ ω,
fω(t− 1, d) + x
∗
t if wt ≥ ω}.
In other words we decide, whether t is not in the heart and not added to the extension, is part of
the heart of the cover or is added to the extension taking into account the weight bound imposed
by ω. Obviously we can construct via an optimal solution of fω(t − 1, d), fω(t − 1, d − wt), and
fω(t − 1, d) three feasible solutions for fω(t, d). Note that the recursion formula is valid, since
otherwise we obtain a contradiction to the optimality of fω(1, d
′). The run-time of this approach
is in O(D · n2), since |U | ≤ n.
4 Computations
In this section we present computational results on the recoverable robust knapsack problem.
First, we investigate the gain of recovery, i. e., the increase in the objective value of an optimal
solution obtained by allowing recovery. Second, we study computationally the first closure of the
relaxed recoverable robust knapsack problem with respect to the class of rrKP extended cover
inequalities and different parameter settings.
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Problem instances The considered rrKP instances are slight modifications of multi-dimensional
knapsack instances taken from the ORLIB [6, 8, 5] created by Chu and Beasley. The original prob-
lem files are named mknapcb1.txt to mknapcb9.txt and contain 30 test instances each. For our
studies we use only a third of them, namely those instances whose (knapsack capacity) tightness
ratio is 0.50, which still provides us with a set of 90 instances. The number of items is 100, 250,
or 500. The number of knapsacks is 5, 10, or 30. For each instance, the first knapsack is treated
as first stage, and each remaining knapsack as individual discrete scenario. For each item, the
objective function coefficient of the corresponding multi-dimensional knapsack instance is scaled
by 0.7 and used as first stage profit. Each scenario profits is also determined by scaling the ob-
jective function coefficient but the scaling factor is uniformly random generated in the range from
0.2 to 0.4. Thus, the scenario profits range from 29% to 57% of the corresponding first stage
profits. In summary, we collected a meaningful test set consisting of well-known heterogenous in-
stances which is representative to recoverable robust knapsack problems which generalize (robust)
multi-dimensional knapsacks problems.
Setting We implemented the ILP1 formulation of the recoverable robust knapsack problem in
C++ using Scip 1.2.0 [1, 2] as branch-and-cut framework and IBM ILOG Cplex 12.1 [13] as
underlying LP solver. Using the callback functionality of Scip, we added a separator for rrKP
extended cover inequalities which separates violated cuts exactly by solving the ILP formula-
tion (13)-(17). The separator is called at the root node only. In our first study concerning the
gain of recovery the separator is turned off.
The computations were carried out on a Linux machine with 2.93 GHz Intel Xeon W3540 CPU
and 12 GB RAM. A time limit of 1 hour was set for solving each problem instance. All other
solver settings were left at their defaults.
4.1 Gain of recovery
In our first computational study we investigate the gain of recovery. Therefore we limit the allowed
recovery by the parameters k and ℓ where k (ℓ) determines how many items chosen (not chosen)
in the first stage may be removed (added) in the scenario. The values of these parameters are
given as fraction of the number of items, e. g., k = 0.25 means that 25% of the first stage selected
items may be removed in each scenario.
The setting k = ℓ = 0 is the standard robust setting where no recovery is allowed and all scenarios
must be fulfilled simultaneously which is equivalent to the classical multi-dimensional knapsack
problem. For given values of k and ℓ we compare the objective value of the optimal solution (resp.
best known solution within the time limit as the achieved optimality gaps are very small) with
the k = ℓ = 0 setting to evaluate the gain of recovery.
Table 3 (on page 15) states the computational results of our study for selected values of k and ℓ.
A graphical representation is given in Figure 1. Only average values are shown for groups of
10 instances with the same number of items and scenarios. All values are normalized to the
corresponding k = ℓ = 0 setting.
Fixing the number of items we observe a rise in the gain of recovery when the number of scenarios
increases (e. g., compare Figures 1(a), 1(d), and 1(g)). This can be explained as the non-recovery
solution of these instances is more conservative due to the higher number of scenarios. Therefore
recovery allows a larger gain. Considering 4 (9, 29) scenarios an additional gain of 26% (31%,
45%) compared to the k = ℓ = 0 setting can be achieved. Unfortunately, fixing the number of
scenarios and varying the number of items does not give us a clear correlation. For the 100 (250,
500) item instances we can achieve an additional gain up to 36% (39%, 45%). Next, we observe
that increasing the parameter k, i. e., allowing more items to be removed in each scenario, clearly
leads to an increase in the gain of recovery. This is plausible as large items violating a scenario
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#scenarios 4 9 29
#items 100 250 500 100 250 500 100 250 500
k ℓ
0.00 0.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.01 1.0093 1.0076 1.0059 1.0185 1.0195 1.0133 1.0233 1.0295 1.0266
0.05 1.0268 1.0135 1.0104 1.0699 1.0542 1.0370 1.0933 1.1057 1.1112
0.10 1.0319 1.0137 1.0104 1.1099 1.0726 1.0463 1.1504 1.1752 1.1929
0.25 1.0320 1.0137 1.0104 1.1545 1.0798 1.0474 1.2508 1.2899 1.3295
0.50 1.0320 1.0137 1.0104 1.1563 1.0797 1.0474 1.2888 1.3183 1.3635
1.00 1.0320 1.0137 1.0104 1.1568 1.0799 1.0470 1.2901 1.3187 1.3637
0.01 0.00 1.0210 1.0248 1.0206 1.0244 1.0286 1.0212 1.0267 1.0323 1.0285
0.01 1.0297 1.0314 1.0260 1.0421 1.0455 1.0329 1.0496 1.0593 1.0539
0.05 1.0454 1.0363 1.0298 1.0907 1.0759 1.0540 1.1134 1.1332 1.1360
0.10 1.0495 1.0365 1.0298 1.1287 1.0922 1.0625 1.1718 1.1998 1.2157
0.25 1.0496 1.0365 1.0298 1.1700 1.0983 1.0632 1.2670 1.3068 1.3446
0.50 1.0496 1.0365 1.0298 1.1723 1.0982 1.0631 1.2969 1.3299 1.3743
1.00 1.0496 1.0365 1.0299 1.1720 1.0980 1.0632 1.2983 1.3304 1.3745
0.05 0.00 1.0840 1.0856 1.0826 1.0962 1.0905 1.0773 1.1054 1.1135 1.1224
0.01 1.0906 1.0908 1.0867 1.1103 1.1037 1.0868 1.1230 1.1368 1.1456
0.05 1.1034 1.0943 1.0888 1.1509 1.1273 1.1034 1.1805 1.1993 1.2177
0.10 1.1056 1.0943 1.0888 1.1840 1.1390 1.1082 1.2317 1.2554 1.2829
0.25 1.1056 1.0943 1.0888 1.2163 1.1421 1.1083 1.3073 1.3447 1.3848
0.50 1.1056 1.0943 1.0888 1.2165 1.1421 1.1083 1.3216 1.3541 1.4002
1.00 1.1056 1.0943 1.0888 1.2168 1.1422 1.1083 1.3231 1.3545 1.4004
0.10 0.00 1.1359 1.1367 1.1404 1.1533 1.1417 1.1267 1.1557 1.1725 1.2064
0.01 1.1421 1.1415 1.1440 1.1663 1.1531 1.1347 1.1724 1.1945 1.2264
0.05 1.1550 1.1450 1.1458 1.2024 1.1726 1.1481 1.2279 1.2503 1.2858
0.10 1.1570 1.1450 1.1458 1.2303 1.1805 1.1503 1.2749 1.2998 1.3383
0.25 1.1570 1.1450 1.1457 1.2542 1.1823 1.1502 1.3361 1.3702 1.4153
0.50 1.1570 1.1450 1.1457 1.2544 1.1821 1.1501 1.3419 1.3725 1.4201
1.00 1.1570 1.1450 1.1458 1.2542 1.1821 1.1502 1.3420 1.3731 1.4203
0.25 0.00 1.2047 1.2049 1.2191 1.2246 1.2074 1.1863 1.1783 1.2288 1.2909
0.01 1.2146 1.2150 1.2271 1.2387 1.2214 1.1976 1.1983 1.2519 1.3112
0.05 1.2327 1.2284 1.2375 1.2747 1.2424 1.2160 1.2566 1.3090 1.3664
0.10 1.2384 1.2299 1.2379 1.2963 1.2494 1.2193 1.3111 1.3543 1.4100
0.25 1.2386 1.2299 1.2378 1.3067 1.2501 1.2194 1.3610 1.3940 1.4450
0.50 1.2386 1.2299 1.2379 1.3067 1.2502 1.2194 1.3611 1.3940 1.4450
1.00 1.2386 1.2299 1.2379 1.3068 1.2502 1.2194 1.3613 1.3941 1.4451
0.50 0.00 1.2056 1.2054 1.2217 1.2250 1.2088 1.1869 1.1787 1.2287 1.2917
0.01 1.2170 1.2168 1.2317 1.2401 1.2232 1.1992 1.1986 1.2522 1.3127
0.05 1.2427 1.2393 1.2539 1.2788 1.2521 1.2258 1.2568 1.3099 1.3718
0.10 1.2555 1.2497 1.2641 1.3043 1.2651 1.2370 1.3110 1.3573 1.4187
0.25 1.2575 1.2508 1.2646 1.3164 1.2666 1.2375 1.3617 1.3958 1.4501
0.50 1.2575 1.2508 1.2647 1.3164 1.2667 1.2375 1.3618 1.3958 1.4501
1.00 1.2575 1.2508 1.2647 1.3164 1.2664 1.2374 1.3618 1.3959 1.4501
1.00 0.00 1.2056 1.2054 1.2218 1.2254 1.2087 1.1871 1.1793 1.2293 1.2918
0.01 1.2170 1.2169 1.2317 1.2399 1.2235 1.1995 1.1994 1.2529 1.3131
0.05 1.2427 1.2393 1.2540 1.2787 1.2525 1.2259 1.2582 1.3103 1.3720
0.10 1.2555 1.2497 1.2642 1.3042 1.2652 1.2370 1.3115 1.3573 1.4188
0.25 1.2575 1.2508 1.2648 1.3164 1.2668 1.2376 1.3617 1.3959 1.4501
0.50 1.2575 1.2508 1.2648 1.3163 1.2667 1.2375 1.3617 1.3959 1.4501
1.00 1.2575 1.2508 1.2648 1.3164 1.2668 1.2375 1.3619 1.3959 1.4502
Table 3: Gain of recovery for selected values of k and ℓ. Averages are shown for #scenarios=4, 9,




















































































































































































































































(i) 29 scenarios, 500 items
Figure 1: Gain of recovery for selected values of k and ℓ. Averages are shown for #scenarios=4,
9, 29 and #items=100, 250, 500. All values are normalized to k = ℓ = 0.
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#scenarios 4 9 29
#items 100 250 500 100 250 500 100 250 500 geom.
k mean
0.00 5,27 3,02 1,53 8,54 1,98 0,63 0,76 3,69 1,61 2,19
0.01 8,60 2,00 0,62 9,09 3,46 2,15 1,11 3,28 5,37 2,89
0.05 7,47 1,25 0,07 5,22 1,87 0,08 1,57 6,42 7,77 1,49
0.10 6,99 1,52 1,20 6,09 1,64 3,24 1,62 3,65 5,89 2,89
0.25 5,60 5,21 2,42 3,71 3,11 4,95 3,04 4,36 6,03 4,09
0.50 7,87 5,61 8,20 7,78 10,16 9,29 13,28 16,04 23,90 10,34
1.00 7,74 4,91 7,25 7,40 10,00 9,05 12,70 14,60 21,56 9,67
geom. mean 6,98 2,88 1,40 6,57 3,52 2,03 2,72 6,03 7,42
Table 4: Gap closed (%) for selected values of k. Averages are shown for #scenarios=4, 9, 29 and
#items=100, 250, 500 and setting (iii) (exact separation of rrKP extended cover inequalities)
knapsack constraint may more likely be removed. Finally, we observe an increase in ℓ seems to
have not a reasonable impact on the gain of recovery.
In summary, allowing recovery yields a gain of up to 45% (e. g. for k = ℓ = 50%). Even a more
restricted setting as k = ℓ = 10% gives still a gain of recovery in the range from 15% to 33%.
4.2 First rrKP extended cover closure
In the following we present the results of our second study where we investigate the effectiveness
of rrKP extended cover inequalities using the canonical extension (11). Therefore we implemented
the ILP formulation (13)-(17) of the corresponding separation problem to separate violated rrKP
extended cover inequalities exactly (but still with an overall 1 hour time limit per instance).
Whenever our separator is called the first stage knapsack is checked. If no violated extended cover
is found, all scenarios are tested beginning with the last scenario which provided a violated cut.
As soon as a violated rrKP extended cover inequality has been determined, it is added to the LP
and the separation round is aborted. Hence, we separate at most one cut per call in this study.
Only the root node of the recoverable robust knapsack problem is solved in this study.
We consider two different settings. First we solve the LP-relaxation without any (external or inter-
nal) separators to determine the integrality gap of the instance. Second, we solve the LP-relaxation
with exact separation of violated rrKP extended cover inequalities and evaluate integrality gap to
determine the percental gap closed we achieved.
In Table 4 (on page 17) the achieved gap closed is shown for selected values of k (violated rrKP
extended cover inequalities do not depend on ℓ). As before results stated are averages for groups
of 10 instances with the same number of items and scenarios. In addition, the geometric means
are given for fixing either the value of k or the number of items and scenarios. Figure 2(a) shows
the average gap closed(%) for each instance group and selected values of k. The instance groups
are numbered 1 to 9 corresponding to the columns in In Table 4, e. g., instances in group 1 have 4
scenarios and 100 items, instances in group 9 have 29 scenarios and 500 items. In Figure 2(b) the
geometric means of the group averages are shown depending on k.
We observe that the geometric mean of the integrality gap closed lies in the range from 1.49%
(k = 5%) to 10.34% (k = 50%). Considering all instances with 4 (9, 29) scenarios it ranges from
0.07% (0.08%, 0.76%) to 8.60% (10.16%, 23.90%). This suggests that an increase in the number
of scenarios may result in a larger gap closed. Unfortunately, there is no clear dependency. For
example, the average gap closed for instances with 100 items and k = 10% are 6.99%, 6.09%, and
1.62% for 4, 9, and 29 scenarios. But considering the instances with 250 items they are 1.52%,
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Figure 2: Integrality Gap closed (%) by separating violated rrKP extended cover inequalities
Considering all instances with 100 (250, 500) items the integrality gap closed ranges from 0.76%
(1.25%, 0.07%) to 13.28% (16.04%, 23.90%). Again, there is no clear trend when fixing k or the
number of scenarios.
In summary, this study shows that by adding all violated rrKP extended cover inequalities the
integrality gap is always lowered. The best achievement has been a gap closed by 23.90%. In more
than 50% of all considered settings (#scenarios, #items, k) the integrality gap was closed by more
than 5%. In less than 27% it is closed by less that 2%. In addition, the overall computational
time spend for one run of this study was less than half an hour. Hence, the separation of violated
rrKP extended cover cuts has a high potential to tighten the linear relaxation of the recoverable
robust knapsack problem and to speed-up the solving process significantly.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the recoverable robust knapsack problem with discrete scenarios. We
showed that for a fixed number of discrete scenarios this recoverable robust knapsack problem
is weakly NP-complete and any such instance can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time by a
dynamic program. If the number of discrete scenarios is part of the input, the problem is strongly
NP-complete and in special cases not approximable in polynomial time, unless P = NP.
Further, we investigated the related recoverable robust knapsack polyhedron and introduced the
class of rrKP cover inequalities which generalize their well-known counter-part for standard knap-
sack problems. Next we extended these covers to the class of rrKP extended cover inequalities.
In addition to a canonical extension we present a more complex extension exploiting the scenario-
based structure of the problem yielding stronger valid inequalities. As the robust knapsack problem
is a special case of the recoverable robust knapsack problem this second extension produces strong
valid inequalities for the robust knapsack polytope as well.
Finally, we presented two extensive computational studies. Our test set consists of 90 representa-
tive problem instances taken from the well-known ORLIB. We compare a wide range of different
parameter settings generating several thousand individual test runs. First, we studied the gain of
recovery, i. e. the increase in the objective function caused by allowing recovery. There a gain of
up to 45% could be achieved. Second, we investigated the first closure with respect to the class of
rrKP extended cover inequalities. We observed that the integrality gap could be closed by more
than 5% in most of times. The best average gap closed we achieved was 23.90%.
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In summary, we successfully transfered several classical results for the (robust) knapsack problem
to its recoverable robust version.
In future work, the polyhedral structure of the recoverable robust knapsack polytope should be
further investigated to identify new classes of valid or facet-defining inequalities. In addition,
further computational studies should be carried out evaluating the overall impact of those classes
of inequalities on the solving process.
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